
Race to Zero Waste

STORIES OF 
SUSTAINABILITY



Temple Sustainability highlighted zero waste strategies from 

EcoChampions on and off campus. We featured campus 

operations experts to dive deep into the challenges of waste 

management, student leaders shaping zero waste culture in 

their organizations, and business innovators reimaging zero 

waste commerce. Our Zero Waste Stories of Sustainability 

included learning about the emergent zero waste shopping 

community and hot button issues of electronic waste here in 

Philly, and facilitating challenging and critical discussions about 

institutional impact and equity in upcycling.

• Electronic Waste and Digital Equity

• Local Zero Waste Small Business: Good Buy Supply

In this collection, find background on climate action goals,

curated discussion guides and EcoChampion profiles from

these events  and a TU Sustainability blog summarizing the

lectures and accompanying campus conversations.



CAMPUS RACE TO ZERO WASTE: 
ELECTRONIC WASTE

This story of sustainability offers Temple community mem-

bers insight into The Computer Recycling Center (CRC). 

CRC is an award-winning operation that gathers surplus 

computer and electronic equipment from around the univer-

sity to refurbish, redeploy, donate and, where appropriate, 

securely dispose of equipment. On average the CRC pro-

cesses more than 90 tons of equipment each year.

For this event, Jonathan Latko, longtime champion of 

sustainable operations at Temple, delivered a primer on 

e-waste -- the market, its challenges and Temple’s strategy

and solutions. Jonathan also connected the CRC’s work to

our institutional sustainability and climate action commit-

ment, including critical discussion of the digital divide and

tech equity and access in North Philly.



CAMPUS RACE TO ZERO WASTE: 
ELECTRONIC WASTE
EcoChampion: Jonathan Latko, Executive Director of Finance and Business Administration for 
Information Technology Services at Temple University 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
Students, staff and faculty understand the mission of Temple’s Computer Resource Center, the 
resources it provides and its role in the climate action on campus
Improve literacy on the issue of e-waste: challenges, trends in the market, and Temple and 
other institutional strategies
Begin dialogue about ITS comprehensive strategic plan for sustainable IT 
Discuss relevant issues of equity and access with regard to surplus, refurbishment and the 
digital divide in North Philly 
Encourage students to appropriately dispose of their electronic devices and raise awareness 
of the issue among their peers

BACKGROUND: 
Sustainable IT goals and initiatives focus on reducing the environmental impacts associated 
with the operations of IT equipment and services.

CAP GOAL: OPERATIONS
ITS team will develop a comprehensive strategic plan for sustainable IT at the university by 
the end of 2019, and begin to implement its recommendations by 2020. The plan will look at 
procurement, operations and engagement.

Sustainable IT goals and initiatives focus on reducing the environmental impacts associated 
with the operations of IT equipment and services.



ECOCHAMPION PROFILE: JONATHAN LATKO
Q: What is one sustainability initiative at Temple that excites you?

A: The possibility of a truly cyclical economy. 

Q: How have the challenges of COVID and work from home presented opportunities for
sustainable innovation?

A: COVID exacerbated the already widening digital divide but led to the acceleration, accep-
tance and recognition of the deep value presented by refurbishing and extending the life of 
existing resources, like computer devices need for those without. 

Q: What is one thing you do every day to reduce your footprint? 

A: To be conscious of my choices of what I and what others are doing to affect the environ-
ment and people around me.  Start with the little things and build day by day.

Q: What are three words that you would use to describe urban sustainability?

A: Impossible is nothing…...

Q: Could you briefly describe what sustainability means to you? 

A: A way of life based on a concept of Kaizen, balancing the triple bottom line. Leaving the 
planet and people we are interconnected with better off then how we found it. 

Q: How does your work help Temple University reach our Climate Action goals?

A: Reducing the need to always buy new, extend the life of the resources we do have, reduce 
waste ending up in landfills and incinerators.  

Q: Is your research project a climate solution? How or why?

A: We live within a finite system where  everything and everyone is  interconnected and de-
pendent upon each other. Realizing that this system is based on a carbon dependent econo-
my in which our  individual and collective behavior can affect that carbon dependency and 
thus the effects it has on people and the planet. 



E-WASTE AND DIGITAL EQUITY WITH 
TEMPLE CRC
Temple Sustainability is kicking off the spring semester with Stories of Sustainability: Race to 
Zero Waste! Our first #EcoChampion is Jonathan Latko, Director of the Temple University Comput-
er Recycling Center. Jonathan hosted a critical discussion with students, staff, and faculty about 
e-waste in Philadelphia, and the institutional impact of equity and access in upcycling electronics.

Jonathan has been with the Computer Recycling 
Center (CRC) for 17 years after receiving his MBA in 
E-Commerce from the Fox School of Business at
Temple University in 2003. Jonathan also serves as
an adjunct instructor in the Fox School of Business.
He began his journey with the CRC in 2002, as the
University grew larger and so did the need for
more  technology.

“Sustainability is a way of life based on a concept of Kaizen, balancing the triple
bottom line. Leaving the planet and people we are interconnected with better off 
than how we found it” 

The Temple CRC is an award-winning operation that gathers surplus computer and
electronic equipment from around the university to refurbish, redeploy, donate and,
where appropriate, securely dispose of equipment. On average the CRC processes
more than 90 tons of equipment each year. Jonathan’s work helps Temple University
reach the 2050 climate goals by reducing the need to always buy new, extending the



life of the resources we do have, and reducing waste ending up in landfills and
incinerators. 

OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND
E-Waste: Discarded electrical, or electronic devices also known as Electronic Waste.

E-waste has a poor reputation of disposal and improper management. Commonly
being disposed of on streets, sidewalks, in curbside collections, its life cycle never truly ends.
E-waste ends up being stored in perpetuity, sent to landfills or to an incinerator and burned.
These irresponsible and illegal methods of disposal put people, especially poor communi-
ties and communities of color, at risk of the negative health impacts associated with burning
electronics.

FAST GROWING E-WASTE STREAM.
In 2003, Jonathan asked himself: How do we treat surplus assets? What are its
alternative uses? How can we get computers to those that need them?

When Jonathan arrived at Temple, Facilities would throw “old” computers into storage
or work with an external waste vendor to remove them from campus. Jonathan
challenged the institution to think of these used machines, not as a nuisance or
liability, but as assets. With a bit of e-waste education and a $25 equipment fee
attached to each unit purchased, Jonathan got enough money and buy-in to start
refurbishing these computers and redistributed them to university departments and
employees at a discounted rate, or for free. Now, with a full scale surplus program in
place, the CRC is able to provide equipment to students in need, and Temple facilities
and departments, and centers on campus. 45% of the computers collected have been
redistributed, totaling in over 20,000 computers and 14,000 monitors! 

Q: Is your research project a climate solution? How or why? 

A: We live within a finite system where  everything and ev- 
     eryone interconnected and dependent upon each other. Real 

izing that this system is based on a carbon dependent econ- 
     omy in which our  individual and collective behavior can af- 
     fect that carbon dependency and thus the effects it has on  

people and the planet.

Jonathan at the CRC.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412018312662?via%3Dihub


Tracking numbers are placed on the additional 115K pieces collected, and are diverted responsi-
bly,  in accordance with state and federal law. The Computer Recycling Center has won 3 awards 
for their efficiency and their unique, tuition dollar-saving model.

CRC EXPANDS WITH OWLTECH STOREFRONT. 
In 2019, the CRC expanded to open OwlTech, a retail, storefront operation in Pearson Lobby. 
OwlTech has a complete lifecycle of electronics, offers warranty and discounts, a trade in and 
trade up system, and new products to purchase.

OwlTech in Pearson Hall at Temple University: Main Campus.

Q: How have the challenges of COVID and work from home presented opportunities for  
sustainable innovation? 
A: COVID exacerbated the already widening digital divide but led to the acceleration, ac- 

 ceptance and recognition of the deep value presented by refurbishing and extending the 
life of existing resources, like computer devices need for those without.



DIGITAL EQUITY FOR NORTH PHILLY. 
Technology is an essential tool and can be an equalizer in the economy. To ensure
civic and cultural participation, employment, lifelong learning and access to essential
services, one needs access to online services. The pandemic posed a problem for the
North Philadelphia community. Playing a zero sum game, Jonathan continued the $25
model to refurbish machines and recover costs. The CRC collaborated with several
partners to identify community members in need.

200 laptops were donated to community members in North Philadelphia. Educational,
“Ikea Style”, step-by-step documents were distributed with the computers explaining
how to set them up. The CRC also provided customer service, where Jonathan and his
student workers offered remote tech support to community members.

JONATHAN’S NOT SO SECRET, SECRETS TO SUCCESS.
1. Triple Bottom Line
2. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
3. Systems Theory and Logistics
4. Product Life Cycle
5. Willing to experiment
6. Focusing on the holes value proposition
7. Look at everything for opportunities



CAMPUS RACE TO ZERO WASTE: 
GOODBYE SUPPLY

This story of sustainability offers Temple community mem-

bers insight into Philadelphia’s first low-waste home goods 

storefront! Good Buy Supply provides everything from zero 

waste products to community education initiatives on sus-

tainability. The East Passyunk small business successfully 

opened during the pandemic and serves as a drop-off point 

for Bottle Underground and working towards carbon neutral 

shipping  by 2021.

Join owners Emily and Jason, and the Office of Sustainability 

for a conversation on a sustainable small-business -- pursu-

ing a plastic free lifestyle, essential low-waste products, and 

the journey of reducing Philadelphia’s carbon footprint.



PHILADELPHIA’S FIRST LOW-WASTE STORE 
FRONT: GOOD BUY SUPPLY
Temple Sustainability was happy to welcome the second Race to Zero Waste #EcoChampion: 
Emily Rodia! Emily grew up outside of Trenton, NJ and moved to Philadelphia in early 2007 to 
study Fine Art at The University of the Arts and received a BFA in Painting. Though always be-
ing an environmentally conscious person, she never knew how to navigate reducing her waste in 
Philly. And soon enough co-founded Philadelphia’s first low-waste home goods storefront.

COMBINING ARTS WITH SUSTAINABLE VALUES. 
Emily began her career by creating found object sculpture pieces sourced from trash
from the street. A passion for nature evolved as she came to realization of the true, and
immediate, trash problem in the United States.

Alarming fact: In the United States, about 4.9 pounds per person is generated
each day.

As Emily became more interested in the low-waste movement she eventually saw the
need for a storefront like Good Buy Supply. Combining her artistic background and
sustainable values the brand was born. Emily, and her co-founder/fiancé, Jason hope
Good Buy Supply can become a place to inspire others to live more simply and
sustainably.



“I walk to work everyday and bring my reusables wherever I go. This is a little kit of
items I have for when I’m on the go. (Water Bottle, handkerchief, reusable tote,
coffee Mug, etc.) Bringing these items really helps curb single use items I may
encounter in my day.”

– Emily Rodia

PHILADELPHIA’S ONE-STOP LOW-WASTE STOREFRONT.
The #1 Goal for Good Buy Supply is Reduction. Emily shares her store motto when
customers visit: if you don’t need it, don’t buy it! Emily offers items and products based
on strategic placement in finding the best option for the East Passyunk storefront. She
puts into consideration what Good Buy Supply is putting into the world, how products
are produced, and where products are manufactured.

Good Buy Supply low-waste store front in East Passyunk.

Maintaining low-waste practices during COVID-19 while operating a successful business is 
hard to balance. Partnerships with Terracycle and Rabbit Recycling, ensure that plastic is prop-
erly recycled after being received unintentionally or by surprise. Emily’s goals are for the good 
for the people. She encourages Temple students to usea voice for change by advocating for 



better wages and responsibility to be put on manufacturers. Simply, if people were paid more, 
then they would be able to live more responsible lifestyles.

LIVE LOW-WASTE AT HOME.
If you don’t need it, don’t buy it. Living sustainably doesn’t have to be complicated or
expensive. Good Buy Supply is offering the Philadelphia community a place to reduce
waste, live better, and save money down the line – in-person and online. See below to
learn how you can visit Emily.

Tip from Emily: Use up your current products and when it’s time to buy new, buy
with sustainable intention!

Emily points out that plastic didn’t explode in our society until the 1980’s, thinking back to 
where we started and living more simply. Do you need these extra things in your life? What 
can you eliminate?  

Bring your own container to the Good Buy Supply refill station! You can stock up on earth- 
friendly products like shampoo, conditioner, laundry soap, disinfectant cleaner, and more. FYI: 
Bulk products are sold by the ounce,  ranging from to $0.30 to $1.20 an ounce. 

Tired of your glass not being recycled properly? Drop off your clean glass jars and bottles 
to close the loop. As a Bottle Underground drop-off location, they collaborate with Remark 
Glass to create hand blown glassware.

Did you know? 70% of post-consumer glass will end up in landfills, mostly due 
to contamination.

Snapshot of the GBS bulk bar
for simple low-waste living.

Low-waste shampoo bars
from the GBS bulk bar.



STOP INTO THE EAST PASSYUNK LOCATION.
Are you a student looking to visit Good Buy Supply?

Cecil B. Moore - Good Buy Supply

1. Arrive at Cecil B. Moore Subway Station

2. Take Broad Street Line towards City Hall for 14 minutes

3. Get off subway at Tasker Morris Station

4. Walk East on Morris Street, turn right on South Iseminger Street, turn left on Pierce Street,

and Right on East Passyunk Avenue

5. You’ve arrived at Good Buy Supply

Good Buy Supply: 1737 E. Passyunk Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19148

Store Hours: Tuesday – Saturday: 10am – 6pm and Sunday: 10am – 4pm

Contact Emily: hello@goodbuysupply.co

mailto:hello%40goodbuysupply.co?subject=


https://sustainability.temple.edu
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